Institute Views
On Plates Being Made In England

Wedgewood China Sets Ordered by Over 2000 Technologists

Graduates

Wedgewood plates with pictures of their alma mater in either design are being made in England to satisfy the order for more than 2000 dinner sets of the graduates of the Institute who have already subscribed. The set consists of 13 plates and costs £10 for a costume with the Institute.

The Technical Calls
New Journalists to Mass Meeting

All students who are interested in journalism are urged to attend the TECH mass meeting and smoke a celebratory pipe held at 11 o'clock in the North Hall at Walker Memorial. Here, the members of the heretofore theTechnical Smoker, the Freshman Journalism Corps, and the Curriculum Committee were approved. The editors and managers of the various student newspapers that comprise the Institute's governing body.

The Technical Calls
New Journalists to Mass Meeting

Governing Body
Gives Approval Of Committees

At the first meeting of the Institute's Governing Body, which was held last Sunday afternoon in West Lounge of Walker Memorial, the members of the Technical Smoker Committee, the Freshman Journalism Corps, and the Curriculum Committee were approved. The editors and managers of the various student newspapers that comprise the Institute's governing body.

The Liberal Club was organized a year ago by Miss Mabel A. Cole, but has been meeting with the help of Miss Mary E. Delta '30. The subject, "Why is a Liberal," is being held under the club's new president, Clarence Skinner of Tufts College, and cannot as yet be announced, as Miss Skinner is just last June on the "Be a Drummer," and "Be a Plumber," the notables not yet been in the group.

The subject, "Why is a Liberal," is being held under the club's new president, Clarence Skinner of Tufts College, and cannot as yet be announced, as Miss Skinner is just last June on the "Be a Drummer," and "Be a Plumber," the notables not yet been in the group.

Booster's Practice
In Early Morning

Coach Welch Expecta Strong Crews

For the benefit of all those who are interested in sports and athletics at Tech, a booster's practice has been arranged for early mornings. The practice, which has been tried successfully in the past, will be held at 7 o'clock, and the coach has hereby given permission to all those who are interested to attend.
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SMOKING JOURNALISTS

IN line with its policy of "Every freshman in some activity," THE TECH is inviting the interested members of the Class of 1933 as its guests at a Smoker this evening at five o'clock. This is the first of the functions sponsored by the various organizations. The meeting will be wholly informal, its prime purpose being to foster mutual friendship between the staff members and the new men.

To the man, entering Technology either as a freshman or a transfer, THE TECH offers an admirable means towards his complete acclimatization. To revert to vulgar usage, he learns "what it's all about" in the shortest possible time. His assignments immediately lead him to faculty members, leaders in the new men.

Here he encounters business men, and finds that "ad" soliciting, interviews immediately mean to the new men, it means Technology's hearty welcome. This is the first of the functions sponsored by the various organizations.

TECHNOLOGY'S "DUNN AND BRADSTREET"

A S the result of much work and no small amount of thought and planning, the "Financial Report of the Undergraduate Activities" is now available. Therein are contained the balance sheets of practically all activities, Technique and The Musical Clubs being the only organizations whose financial statements were not available.

To E. Ralph Rowne '30, Treasurer of the Institute Committee, and Biurier Horace H. Ford goes the credit for this enlightening volume. Conceived last spring and suggested by a similar publication at Purdue University, the bulletin contains, in easily accessible form, information which should be of much interest to every Technology student, and which will be of great use to succeeding managers of activities.

Although a pioneering effort, the report is most complete, carefully arranged, and attractively bound; in short, it fills a definite need of the Institute. To the men concerned with its publication, Technology is very grateful.

TRADITIONAL WELCOME

To every entering freshman or transfer next Friday, October 11th, has particular significance. To the former students at the Institute that night means a reunion and another good time—to the new men, it means Technology's hearty welcome.

If the man enters Technology either as a freshman or a transfer, he is able to speak of the affairs at the Institute with assurance of one who knows. He is able to speak of the affairs at the Institute with assurance of one who knows. If the man enters the business department, he will find that the executive experience he gains is of equally great value.

TECHNOLOGY'S "DUNN AND BRADSTREET"

SINGIN' "RAiN" (from Talking Picture Production "O'Keefe and Breen")-Fox Trot.

Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians.

Selvin and His Orchestra.

"Magic Notes"-Fox Trot.

Ted Wallace and His Campus Boys.

TECHNOLOGY'S "DUNN AND BRADSTREET"

SINGIN' "IN THE renal"—New Process"—Fox Trot.

Waited a Lifetime for You—(from "Our Modern Maidens")—Waltz—Ben Selvin and His Orchestra.

Rogers Peet Company

Macaulay Parker Company

Telemark Street at Broomefield

Friday, October 4, 1929

"Customeed to Don or Customed to Measure?"

By Hand

All clothes by LANGROCK are hand-tailored. If you are difficult to fit we offer the "customed-to-measure" individual service.

LANGROCK

THE TECH is inviting the interested members of the Class of 1933 as its guests at a Smoker this evening at five o'clock. This is the first of the functions sponsored by the various organizations.

The Managing Board wishes to announce with pleasure the promotion of O. Charles Chapman '31 to the position of sports writer and the election of George H. Sittars, Jr. '32 to the position of reporter.

At the University of Purdue, where Technology's guests are on the program, a big event has been instituted under which there will be no conflicts. There have already been several miles for the holiday season.

Hunting for a new Fall wardrobe? Guides to correct Fall dressing are ready and waiting for you here! Fall suits—Fall dresses—Fall fashions—All in the new Fall styles, colors and patterns; all reasonably priced.

ROGERS PEET COMPANY

Macaulay Parker Company

Telemark Street at Broomefield

YOU'LL GET AN AWFUL BIG KICK OUT OF THIS LITTLE CASE!

Music—the kind you want, when you want it, and where—it's all yours when you get the Columbia Portable. Why, it's just like having a private band right at your elbow! And the price leaves no headache! Just let the Columbia dealer put the Viva-tional Columbia Portable through its paces for you—and you'll want it if it's the last thing you buy! It has the beauty and volume of an expensive cabinet machine. It looks like a million—yet it costs only $50!

If you like your melody in a more elaborate case, there's the electrically operated Columbia Portable at $80. But if you feel economical, there's a Columbia Portable for only $25.

Whatever one you pick, be sure these exhilarating hits are on the record compartment:

Record No. 1935-D, 10-inch, 78c

Sweetheart Holiday — I Don't Care How You Feel—Ted Willis and His Campus Boys

Record No. 1945-D, 10-inch, 78c


My Some of the Nite (from Motion Picture "Dog's Life")—Waltz—Fletcher's Golden Hawaiian.

Record No. 1925-D, 10-inch, 78c

How Am I to Know?—(from Motion Picture "Dynamite")—Fox Trot.

I've Walked a Lifetime for You—(from Motion Picture "Our Modern Models")—Waltz—Bing Crosby and His Orchestra.

Record No. 1927-D, 10-inch, 78c

(Too Much I Love You) Why Did You Tell That Story—Fox Trot.

I'm Gonna Rend To You I'll Buy You To 

Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians.
Tennis Entrants Must Sign Up Immediately

All men who wish to enter the Fall Tennis Tournament are reminded that they must sign up on the sheet which will be found posted on the Bulletin Board opposite the entrance to the Hall. Entries will not be accepted after meet Wednesday, October 9.

The Tournament will be run as it has been in the past, according to the rules set down by the United States Lawn Tennis Association. A large chart will be posted on the Bulletin Board, where the daily play-up will be indicated. It is highly desirable that the entire schedule be completed in the first two weeks of November, as the weather after that time will not be especially favorable for tennis.

Sports Desk

Although Technology does not hold out promises in the athletic world, it has always been noted for its Simon-pure type of sportsmanship that it sponsors. Men at the Institute who take an active part in athletics usually do so at a sacrifice of time which they might be tempted to devote to their own amusement. The Technology spirit is built up on the basis of Loyalty and pride. Men realize the benefits of play and recreation and then join them in an experience that you cannot afford to overlook.

Many Stars Revealed

Outstanding among the semester activities was Samuel Wall of Homer- ville High, who took first place in both the dash and the broad jump. C. C. Cox of Madisonville High School proved to be the best man in the high jump. R. H. Pierce and A. A. Martin proved to be the best men on the discus throw. Pierce also earned in the broad jump and the shot put.

First to the shot put was W. C. Crouse, a graduate of Lemasters High School. R. S. Bellier, Worces- ter Academy boy, took the first place honors in the long jump. E. M. Pierce and R. A. Marden proved to be the best man in the high jump and an aid to a more efficient condition of the prescribed course of the Institute. As a complement to the academic program its value cannot be overlooked. Cours on, for instance and opportunities as well, to talk to the men who have entered athletics and caught the sporting spirit, and then join them in an experience that you cannot afford to overlook.

This year crew seems to be attract- ing its usual large quota, especially from the freshman class. Last year's believers are back this year, including veterans, including many other contestants, including many new names.

Tennis and Play are Strenuous Activities.

Among the fall activities, besides the games, were sailing and cross-country running. The former were stimulating or fun. The latter, however, required great physical effort and commitment. The autumn season was characterized by a great deal of enthusiasm and participation.

Sports Desk

This year Crew seems to be attract- ing its usual large quota, especially from the freshman class. Last year's believers are back this year, including veterans, including many other contestants, including many new names.
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NOTICES - ANNOUNCEMENTS

OF GENERAL INTEREST
-

Hydraulic Turbines
Dr. Ing. D. Thomas

Friday, October 4, 2 P.M., Room 1-190

Dr. Ing. D. Thomas, Professor of Hydraulics, Water Power Machinery, and Water Power Plants, and Director of the Hydraulic Institute at the Technische Hochschule of Munich, Germany, will present a series of illustrated lectures on Hydraulic Turbines and Related Subjects in Water Power Plant Design. The topic of his second lecture will be "Cavitation in Hydraulic Turbines and Pumps." The lectures will be illustrated by moving and still pictures.

The lecture is open to students and members of the instructing staff.

FIELD BOOTS
Of Special Interest to Students Enrolled in the R.O.T.C.

A Special at $19.00
An English type at $24.00
Top Grain $35.00

Imported—Made in $25.00
Extrasp-

worn Grain

Scuffs-Chains-Garter Straps-boot Jacks - Boot Hooks

You save 10% Advantage of Your 1376% College Discount

From These Prices

THE TECH SHOW

Friday, October 4, Room 2-174 today.

M. I. T. A. A. AWARDS
Those students who earned athletic awards last year may secure them at the T. E. N. Office.

THE ESPLANADE

Cafeteria offices to you by GOOD SERVICE AND CLEANLINER
Save 15% by using our Discounted Hours
23-25 Massachusetts Ave.

What is your Pleasure, Gentlemen?

LENOX GRILLE

To dine at the Lenox is a Tech tradition. Your course is not complete without a knowledge of the Lenox cuisine. "Mac" has presided on the door for years. He knows. The club-like Lenox Grille (separate entrance on Exeter Street) is the rendezvous of Tech men. You will be pleased with the special table d'hote dinner at $1.50. Whenever in Boston drop in for luncheon or dinner.

EGYPTIAN ROOM

Definitely favored by those who know, for dinner dancing and after theatre parties, special table d'hote dinner 6 to $3.50, $5.50 and $2.50. Also service a la carte. Dancing from 6:30 to 2 A.M.; Leo Reisman's Hotel Brunswick Orchestra. For reservations, phone Kenmore 6390.